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ABSTRACT

A variational method involving four independeny parameters
hes been used to determine wave functions for the (15728"2p”) configura-
tion of C,, Nop» O11 and Frye The corresponding energies and parametersare listed.

The variational wave functions thus obtained have been
improved by perturbing them with a set of properly chosen strictly
hydrogenic wave functions in order to take into account the effect of
electron-electron repulsion terms which are non-separable in single
electron coordinates, The coefficients and the energy contributions
are given,

The improved wave functions have then been used to calculate
spin-orbit interactions and the absolute intensities of the Nebular,
Auroral, and the Transauroral lines, The numerical results are listed
along with the empirical results.

The text includes a discussion of the theory and the tech-
nigue involved and a discussion of the results obtained,
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

There is a great need for accurate transition probabilities

as well as wave functions in many light atoms of astrophysical interest.

In particular, the oscillator strengths of forbidden nebular lines Orrrs

Nips and C; occurring in the night sky, aurorae, and in gaseous nebulae

are not precisely known. Previous attempts to determine line strengths

have utilized only separable Hartree-type wave functions and screening

constant wave functions. There is considerable doubt whether these

produce reliable results,

The purpose of this work is twofold: First, we want to get

simple analytic wave functions by applying the variation-perturbation

method recently proposed by Morse in which separable wave functions

obtained by variational means are improved by adding correction terms

in a perturbation expansion. in order to take into account the non

separable effect of electron-electron repulsion term in the Hamiltonian.

Second, we want to apply these wave functions to the forbidden tran-

sitions of the above mentioned atoms as well as to improve the multiplet

separations. In this sense, our work will be a test of the new method.

The zeroth order wave functions are obtained by the variational method

of Morse and Young.” It is well known that this method gives energies

quite close to the true ones and takes care of the exchange effect by

using determinantal hydrogen-like wave functions and minimizing each

multiplet separately. Consequently, only the first order perturbations

are considered.



The interest in analytical wave functions comes from the

readiness and compactness of calculations when they are used, while

the presumably more accurate numerical wave functions require calcula-

tions which are very lengthy and difficult to handle. The analytical

wave functions give a good insight into the problem since the relative

importance of various factors and the direction of their variations can

be clearly seen at each step. Also, it is easy to make them orthogonal

to each other and particularly to build antisymmetric functions in

determinantal forms, It is well known that Hartree's wave functions

are not exactly orthogonal to each other and this introduces complica-

tions when antisymmetric combinations are made. This is the main

reason why, in the original Hartree methed, no exchange is taken into

account, The Hartree-Fock wave functions take exchange into account

and they represent the best possible wave functions of separable type

but as far as the multiplet separations and multiplet ratios are con-

cerned, they are not any better than the simple variational wave func-

tions. (The multiplet separations are especially important for calcu-

lating magnetic dipole radiations,) Thus, the improved variational

wave functions which take inseparability into account should be superior

to the Hartree functions in calculating multiplet separations, polariza-

bility, line strengths, etc.

There are two extreme types of separable analytical wave

funetions, Slater’ observed that the form &gt; i T gives a
good representation of the Hartree functions om a proper choice of

the parameters and suggests, for example, for the 3s electron the form



(Are™%F - gre 4 cre”), whose constants are to be determined by

comparison with Hartree's functions. This method of Slater's has the

limitation that it can be used only when the Hartree functions are

availeble, The constants a, b, ¢ are interpreted as the effective

charges for inner, middle, and outer modes of the 3s wave function,

On the other hand, Pauling uses the form gifAs Az This means
that he imposed a constant effective charge 2 ies the entire wave

function while in reality the region near the nucleus has a larger

effective charge. The nodes of Pauling's functions lie at larger

values of r than do Hartree's functions. At the other extreme, Slater

suggests: (P-1-2r/n which has no node,

The main feature of the Morse and Young variestional method

is to take the form

n= xz arfe *)r*R(cos 6) ei?

and to determine the parameters from a variational principle instead

of referring the radiel function to Hartree's graphs. The resulting

functions are shown to be pretty good in various calculations, The

necessary integrals were tabulated as tezbles so that one could do the

minimization of the multiplets numerically. Because of the increasing

need and interest, the earlier tables have been extended by the present

author to include 3d electrons in addition to ls, 2s and 2p electrons

end recomputed on the I.B.M. machines in a wider range and closer

spacing of the parameters, These tables are to be published very soon



with a complete introduction. The tables were also stored on cards

at the Statistical Services, M,I.T. so that one can also do the minimi-

zation by machine. The zeroth order wave functions we have used in

this work are obtained by 2 graphical minimization over the machine's

computation,

Analytical wave functions other than the simple hydrogenic

type are mainly designed to take into account the non-separsble effect

of the (1/ry,) repulsion between pairs of electrons. Neither Hartree's

nor Morse-Young's wave functions can take this electronic correlation

into account, because they are separable functions. Hyllerasas intro-

duces a factor of the form

1- aby, + Br; - r,)?
&lt;

for helium, One cen easily see how complicated it would be to include

the same types of expressions for each pair of electrons in a complex

atom. Recently some efforts have been made to find an easier way of

taking the inseparabllity into account one of these is to expand the

Hylleraas term into spherical harménics.

An older and more systematic way is the so-called configura-

tion interaction nethod®?22 which is essentially a complicated pertur-

bation expansion, One has to obtain good wave functions for each

configuration with which we perturb our original state; these may be

quite large in number, in addition to the possibility that these per-

turbation terms may be a linear combination of many determinants (which



is not necessarily symmetric compared to the zeroth order wave

functions).
At present, there is no completely satisfactory way of

treating complex atoms, on the one hand to give accurate numerical

results and on the other hand to provide analytical wave functions

with a reasonably simple form for further computational handling.

Thus, one naturally is driven to the idea of combining the significant

features of the existing methods for our purpose and organizing them

into a simpler scheme of manipulation. The outcome of this idea is

the variation-perturbation method of Morse which is to be expounded

in this work. There is good experimental ground for interpreting the

method in physical terms as well as mathematical reasons for intro-

ducing perturbations. The elaborate parts of the calculations have

been eliminated by the use of S-functions which had been calculated

and tabulated beforehand. The S-function was defined and investigated

by the present author quite extensively; many useful expressions,

recursion formulese, and a simple approximation have been found, which

are of continual use throughout this work,

The mein idea of the new scheme is as follows: Suppose we

have a variational wave function Vo in its determinantal form. Let

£5 be a set of complete orthogonal functions, which are also orthogonal

to the single electronic functions in Yo Now, if we take one of

the columns of the determinant out and substitute one of the f,'s with

the correct spin and anguler momentum dependences, we get &amp; new func-

tion which generally has a certain interaction with Yor We call



this a single substitution function. It is also possible to take two

columns out and substitute two f's with the same JS m_ and &gt; m, .

The resulting function is a pair substitution function. The substitu-~

tion of more than two functions does not give anything because the

Hamiltonian contains only pair interactions, Since the variational

wave function Yo is quite close to the true wave funetion, these

interactions will be small enough so that we can apply a first order

perturbation scheme. It is clear that fs can be any complete set, so

thet they do not necessarily represent possible higher configurations.

Mathematically they are just correction terms to correct the zeroth

order wave function. However, in order to keep the procedure uniform,

end in the hope of better convergence, the set £y was chosen to be the

solutions of the hydrogen atom with the effective nuclear charge Z°,

Consequently, there are features which resemble the configuration

interaction method, that are useful in certain situations.

As an application, the forbidden transitions of the nebular

lines Or112 No and Cr occurring in the night sky, aurorse, and gaseous
nebulae were chosen because of the continual interest and need of the

astrophysicists and the considerable doubts expressed about the earlier

calculations. Thie problem, being sensitive to the mixtures of states,

will provide a first check of the new method, in addition to its

fundementel importance in astrophysics.

The story of the nebular lines is one of the most interesting

in science, From our experience on the earth and our observations of

the atmospheres of distant stars, we mey believe ourselves well



acquainted with the behavior of atoms for atoms seem to emit the same

radiation everywhere in the universe, For example, the H and K lines

of ionized calcium have been observed in the laboratory, in the sun,

the stars, the clusters, and even in the external galaxies a hundred million

light years away, But a familier atom may sometimes register under

an unfamiliar signature, and radiate lines never before observed in

terrestrial laboratories. Thus we may be led astray, as were

astronomers who first studied the bright lines of planetary nebulae,

Although planetary nebulae exhibit the Balmer series of hydrogen, and

meny of the known lines of helium, for example, the strongest lines

in their spectrum have never been observed in the leboratory. Astrono-

mers believing themselves well acquainted with spectra of all the

common elements postulated the existence of a new element unknown on

the earth, and they gave the spectacular name "Nebulium" to it. But

the advance of physics and chemistry has shown that the existence of

such an element is very improbable, Finally, Bowen discovered in

1927 that the energy differences between B and Ay and between B and

Ay of the two times ionized oxygen Orr correspond exactly with the

frequencies of the pair of intense, green nebular lines 4359A and

5007A, The difference between C and B also corresponds with the fre-

quency of another nebular line at 42624,

Bowen's discovery has not only selved the mystery of nebulium

but has also provided us with invaluable information about the physical

conditions in planetary nebulae as, for example, the temperature and

density of nebular matter. It was also possible to explain the absence
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of certain other lines which normally would be expected to be present

in the spectra of nebulae. Today the main interest in these lines

comes from the fact that their intensity carries the key information

about the physical situation in planetary nebulee. Measurements of

absolute intensity of lines are not accurate, while relative values

are somewhat better. One turns to the theory.

We now have a working theory of quantum mechanics on the

atomic scale and it is possible to answer the question at least in

principle. But, unfortunately, it is impossible to find exact wave

functions for many electron atoms because of the inseparability of the

electronic interaction term in the Hamiltonien., Consequently, an

approximation of some sort must be made, As we mentioned in the pre-

ceding pages, separable Hartree type functions are more accurate than

variational functions and previous calculations on nebular lines utilized

exclusively Hartree* functions. The first attempts on the problem

appeared in the early thirties and since then many works have been

done. Barlett’ has made a calculation of the quadripole transitions

for the nebular line of Orr but, because of the approximations involved,
he did not obtain accord with observation. Rubinowiez?t formulated

the quadripole radiation theory in a compact form and applied it to

the nebular lines. In 1932, Stevenson, and in 1934, Condon, considering

magnetic dipole radiations, improved the situation. They obtained

fairly good agreement with the observation and also the two calculations

 trison cases the exchange effect was also tnotnded.”
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were in substantial agreement with each other, Condon also calculated

the 2p° and 2p* configurations, More recently (1940), Pasternack”

calculated transition probabilities and revised Condon's work, He

also calculated a series of other atoms using screening constant wave

functions, but these seem to be quite far from experimental values,

Robenson&gt;+{1937}, Marvin &lt;(1947), and arakit? (1948) gave methods of

calculations and made similar calculations. Garstang 2(1951) took up

the whole problem from an empirical point of view and determined spin-

orbit and spin-spin interactions empirically, Theoretical values seem

to be in the right order of magnitude but the discrepancies are rather

large, depending on the type of calculation used. Garstang's empirical

values are believed to be better than the pure theoretical ones, on

account of thelr forced fit to the energy differences. But this may

not necessarily mean that they are the best or exact; because in all

of these calculations, a fundamental point was always left out, which

is the configuration interaction or the superposition of states. This

side of the problem was long since recognized to be important but

nobody could even make an estimate of this because of the extraordinarily

lengthy calculations involved. The claim of this paper is therefore

teking this configuration interaction into account, at least partially,

so that one can see where the true values of nebular transitions lie.
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CHAPTER II

VARIATIONAL TECHNIQUE FOR COMPLEX ATOMS

A, Varietional Principle

As was mentioned in the introductory part, the essential

idea of the variational method developed by Morse and Young is as

follows: Consider the hydrogen-like form

n=A-1 -pa. r
w, =§ 5 apre “k Yur B® cos 9) i™P (1)

3 T A

for each electron with their proper n, A, m and spin. N is a normaliza-

tion factor and the A's are to be determined by the orthogonality con-

dition to inner electron functions which have the same 2) in their

angular dependences. The a's are the free variables to be determined

by the variational principle. Now, we arrange these hydrogen-like

components in determinantal forms in order to satisfy the antisymmetry

condition imposed upon the electronic wave functions by the Pauli

exclusion principle, Let # be such a determinantal wave function

i Pn .* - +
g = 2s 2 (-1)"P uy (1), (2) eo ou’ (N) (2)

which is also normalized, Here N is the number of electrons, P is a

permutation operator and p has the parity of P., If now there is only

one such determinant for the entire electronic system, the corresponding

expectation of the energy is



Wpsa, 58,00) = [# dv. (3)

The variationsl srineiple® tells us then that the values of i, 81

Brees at the minimum of W will provide the best possible wave function

consistent with the form of (1), But, unfortunately, the resulting

integral is so complicated that an analytical minimization of (3) is
*

impractical, The only variable which can be minimized easily is the

overall scale factor pi, Morse and Young have made tables of the

resulting integrals, so that one can do the minimization numerically.

B, Seculer Equation

Generally, one finds more than one determinantal wave func-

tion corresponding to the configuration. In this case, the wave equa-

tion is satisfied by a linear combination of such determinants

We Sed. (4)
i

Then the expectation of the energy is

[Pra 3 oie [ude
Re (5)

[Ppa : ©q1%y

z al

Usually the variational principle is stated for the ground state of
a system, but here it applies to higher states as well because our
functions are made orthogonal to the ground state and lower states,

ll
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6,

Lo

(9;

To determine the coefficients Cyy We agein apply the variational

principle. The condition (9W/2 c;)= 0 gives immediately that

- = ¢-We, 2 H, PF j 0 )
J

where Hy = #,H0 dv. In order that we may solve for c,, the
determinant of the coefficients must be zero. Hence we have

j9,,-%3, 1=0 (7)

The roots Ws wu, ees Of this determinant then will represent

various multiplets of the configuration and for each multiplet the

minimization for yp and a will be carried out separately. As to which

combination of g's corresponds to which multiplet, we substitute the

multiplet energy into (6) and solve for the c;'s. This will give the

relative values of c;'s to a chosen ¢ in the wave function of the

multiplet and this c¢c will be determined by the condition of normalization

7YYav = 1, (%

Ce Trial Wave Functions

Morse and Young made their variational calculations for the

first five hydrogen-like functions

w = (adm2 2



I ! A -ubu, = (375m) 2 (re HT - 2B HOT)

uy © (Wem? cos § e PCT =

u, = (Woe 2m? sin 0 18 Y HeE

ug = (We fom? sin 8 ¢~if - per

where the constant A is fixed so as to make u, orthogonal to Uy.

A = (a+b)&gt;/ (14a), (10)

The constant N is 2 normalizing factor,

N= 1 [488/(1+0)4] + [24°75]. (11)

The p is an overall scale factor, The reason for intro-

ducing it comes originally from a consideration of the 2s function,

The 2s function should be of the form

re” rr, 24e"8

where 7 is the effective charge for the outer node and § is the

effective charge for the inner node of the 2s electron. But this

would introduce two parameters for the 2s electron function. Instead,

a

9,



if we put ¥ =p and B = pb, end introduce ph in all other functions

as in the above, then it turms out thet the resulting W for central

fields (virial theorem) can be minimized for pi analytically, So in

this way, we still have two parameters for 28 electrons but we avoid

the numericel minimization of one of them by this mathematical trick.

The integrals which were tabulated are defined as follows

2 ™ = 2

We, = - [5 Vom WW, = fg § ugdv

oi [2 nn= /Sir) 32 Er denan, (12)

a ue E 2

CL hi [Eth ri, wu, (ry) (rp) dvdv,

the T's being kinetic energy terms, the v's nuclear potentials, the

Vn'® interaction potentials and the X's exchange integrals. The
energy of any given determinantael wave function then comes out as us

times a linear combination of T's plus pi times a linear combination

of V 's and X's, which we call T and V,
mn mn

W = 2= WT + pv (13)

where T and V are independent of pj. Thus the minimization for y,

(OW/2 p)= 0, gives

2 2py = =(V/21) = p{v/2)= pT = -(V/41), (14)
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2d

Note that the virial theorem is automatically satisfied in terms of p.

The quantity (V3 /41), which is a function of a, b and c¢ alone is

then varied to obtain the values of these parameters which make W, a

minimum,

List of the Trial Wave Functions

is wy ® (pe mY 2 par

28 ow, = (W/m) YR [rH - Ga) e HT]

2r wy = (Wed my? rp) (cos 3)gH%T

9, # (Sed /2m) HR rP (cos 9) oe HoT

u = (Wed fom? rp! (cos 9) = 1Bger

fe ww = (w'/in, ) M2 Li Ri - 2 re HT % a i
7 1/2 J

Ir uy, = Gy) P} (cos 9) Jrfeiee - 2 re HT | (15)
7 1/2

Uy, = (5 Rr) Py (cos 8) [ oe 2 ra FOE ] oi?
~

2 1/2
uy = (3 4) P3 (cos 8) frie HET = : yl of

7

© Wo © (2p7a" fom) 2 r?P) (cos g)e ier

nq F (wafom) 2 r“P7 (cos 5)el?giir

uy, = (wa'/ 271) 1/2 rp; (cos 8)e=1P gir

ug = (Wa/108m)Y/2 r°P(cos 9) g218 pdr

0, = (ud’ /108m) 1/2 rP7% (cos 8) 2 if pdr
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Once the a, b, ¢ and | are fixed, the best value of the energy and

the best form of the wave function are known, the effective charge

for the ls electron is then aj, that for 2p electron is 2cp, that for

3d electron is 3dp, etc.

This scheme of a single scale factor and one parameter per

function is good if we do not need 3s or 3p electrons, i.e., it is

good for calculations for the ground states of atoms in the first row

of the periodic table, He to Ne, neon included, and some of their

excited states, and also for ions of heavier atoms isoelectric to

these. If one wishes to include 3p or 3s electrons, to keep one

parameter per function one has to restrict further the flexibility of

the function. Obviously the more parameters we use the more adjustable

our functions will be, and the more closely the energies will approach

their true values. But the task of tabulating the resulting integrals

becomes an enormous one with the increasing number of parameters.

However, from physical grounds, one can fix one or two of the parameters

plausibly, leaving only one free variable for each function. For

example, for a 3p electron, u would be (m=0)

n=l [pre HET - B(c,e)e VT] urP, (cos 8)

where N is a normalizing factor and B makes the 3p function orthogonal

to the 2p function, Here we make the second term, representing the

inner node of the 3p function, have the same effective charge, 2c, as

the 2p electron, which is quite reasonable, and minimize only for the
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effective charge, 2uf, of the outer mode.

Since the procedure for finding the kinds of multiplets, and

the energies corresponding to each multiplet, can be found in many

text bookss we only note here the procedure for finding the energy

corresponding to a single determinant, which the beginners feel some-

how uncertain. For a determinant iN = (ujuy Jus u) the energy is

sl pm
He, = (1, + Db Tene) = Zu (Vv, + v, + F # oss)

+ BV tr Vim) - BE + was) (16)

with a T and a V_ for each hydrogen-like function in Bs 5 a Vfor

each pair of functions and a 2wm for each pair of functions which have

the same spin sign, a pair being counted only once,

D, The Results

The variationsl eigenfunctions which are found for the
ani? : 3

(1s"282p°) configuration of Cys Nyy» Oppp and Fry, with the best
values of their parameters, are given in Tables I and II.

The percentage difference between calculated and experimental

energies is somewhat better than what would be expected on the basis

of other calculations of a similar nature. If we neglect the

relativistic corrections, the calculated energies are within 0,75°/0

to 0.30°/0 of the true ones.

With respect to the finer details, such as the inter-multiplet
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TABLE I

ENERGIES AND PARAMETERS

(18°28°2p°)
11Configuration

€ 3450 3.51 3.50 3:25 Banh 325

b 3.20 3.18 3.19 2,895 2.892 2.89

: 0.945 0.965 0.9162 1.014 3.027 0.99251.607 1.6%, 1.634|2.0672.0652.063Bal 75.1253 75.256 74.9335 107.4780 107.6552 107.2168

Yop 75.6249 75.7179 75.5209 108,0110 108.1519 107.8530

AWM 0.66570 0.61% 0.7% 0.2% 0.25% 2.55%

(1282p)
Orvy FvConfiguration

a 3.015 3,01 3,01 2.97 2.97 2.975

b 2.555 2.55 2.54, 2,615 2.625 2.625

- 1.002 1.003 1.0008 1,008 1.009 1.006

2.559 24560 R+558 26946 2.948 2.943

Rod 145.8590 146.0800 145.5320 190.2350 190.5200 189.8400

fo 146.4390 146.624 146.2310 190.8950 191.1250 190.6370

AW/W 0.29% 0.705 0.4778 0.3570. 0.32000 0.43/s
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TABLE II

MS SCHEME WAVE FUNCTION

0 &gt; m, 2 mg .
/ 3 / / / /+ = t=, t, = BD. ReDioslyDpRe5,'B2B,D,2,AS.1'12'2 44 &amp; 0 A

i } 2 | /
{ i 3 i % 2
’ i Da, ZF

&gt; -1 si /

0 +1 ¢ i
. /

7 a ATR
4 0 0 Erp ml7 7
££ 2 0 CR

f(z (7

- +1 a
r -~ remem -

oh |= #
oo - ey
ie 5 C = Z|
8 -1 - /
3 i

Ss -2

where 2 = (1Y172%...47) is the determinant of the functions

wus, eos Thus for example

1 2

Dr 0 ll py
3 2P13 v=10,
3 1

= RH. +

3 =Bo11.V2By1 ke
S00 Y= 0, - dg - Hy)

The subscripts are the values of M = &gt; My » S = &gt; mg.
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separations, however, the check with experiment leaves much to be

desired, The ratio Y¥of the energy difference between the Ip and 1

multiplets to the difference between the 1p and the 1g are

Vinoo R47 Re48 24S 2e47

Yexp 243.3 Reld 214 Rel3

This ratio, when calculated using hydrogen-like wave functions, is

¥ = 2,50. Hartree's self consistent field method gives also ¥ = 2,50,

The slight improvement over the 2.50 value, which our functions give,

is due to the separate minimizations of the multiplets, However, the

difference between the experimental and the theoretical values indicates

that our wave functions have to be improved by some sort of perturba-

tion expension which will improve the wave functions in a non-separsable

way. This will be undertaken in the next chapter,
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CHAPTER III

IMPROVEMENT OF THE VARIATIONAL EIGENFUNCTIONS

The variational wave functions we obtained in the previous

chapter take into account exchange, but do not take into account the

non-separable effect of the electron-electron repulsion term. This

was done in Hylleraas' wave functions for helium by inclusion of

factors of the form 1 - ar, , - B(r, - vy. This procedure intro-

duces a large number of variational parameters and becomes impractical

when we go to heavier atoms and both the nature and the form of the

factor to be included becomes highly uncertain and complicated, 4A

more general way would be, for example, to add correction terms to

the variational wave functions which would correspond to expanding the

above term into spherical harmonics. Even though the expansion may

be slowly convergent, one can manipulate the additional terms with a

uniform machinery, Thus, it is clear that if one starts with a

variational wave function for the seske of better convergence and chooses

the correction terms as wisely as possible, one should be able to take

the inseparability into account in e reasonably simple way. Since

the energies computed by the variational functions are quite close to

the true energies, one needs to consider only the first order terms,

Thus perturbation terms may be added linearly, and in cases which

require more accurate wave functions, more terms may be included as

needed,

Fm fact, recently such a tendency 1s observed in the literature,
For example, Green, Mulder, and Milner4 try to expand the Hylleraas
factor into spherical harmonics and they get results close to Hylleraas',
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A, Correction Terms

The correction terms are appropriate combinations of the u's

and the set

- + ¥ 4=z A 24 Mm im@ 2A+1Yoan'®) = Fanl Fpp de ARs ANE @

where Sas 2pa, (A+1)r/n, 8, = a, 8; = ¢ of the previous chapter

ord Yn Ty Pare TT ST ut PY Maa T pe V8 ts
normalization factor

oo | pres

N 2 Al 2A+1 end (n-A-1)! (2)nim n 8m (A+m)! (nd) 17

The functions L are the Laguerre polynomials described in Morse and

Feshbach, p, 784. Thus, these functions are orthogonal to the basic

variational functions that are used, except for Uy and also they are

orthogonal to each other.

If there are 2s electrons in the zeroth order wave function,

then Ya00? Yoo °° 00 cannot be used as substitution terms to

replace Uns because they are not orthogonal to Use But we can build

up the substitution functions of u, by the Gram-Schmidt method, Let

the substitution terms of u, be denoted by 2, and Yoo = Yn be

the proper substitution terms for Uy

2, =u, P,=B8Y, + CH
fy

= = §r



Since 8, are to be made orthonormal, we must have

[B, Baw = Jin . (4)

Thus we need only the integrals

fos [rte (5)

and we have

z
B= mmr C= ——— Dom mere

: 2i+ 2 /1 + Lt? /A2 + 2%: (vy 7%
(6)

E 2 =m+ c———mme Freedee

/R + 7%) + (1 &amp; 2%? /33 i Zz) = {1+ 257

where Z = (£4 Py) A= Api Nu

The set(l) satisfies the simple differential equation

Atl)2 hay ( 2
hs .&amp; (Vl =, (3) [cts iy. (7)

Thus, these correction terms are hydrogenic functions with effective

charge pa, (A+1). They would not be proper to use as variational wave

functions for excited states because many of these correction terms

have no adjustable parameters, The parameter of any correction term

‘ ste

ate.
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which has the same A as does one of the basic functions occurring in

the configuration ie fixed by the first variation (orthogonality).

But these functions can easily be interpreted as correction terms,

In this sense one does not have to fix the parameters of the remaining

functions so as to meke them look like an excited state, but rather

to make the convergence of the perturbation series reasonably rapid.

B., Single and Pair Substitutions

Correction terms are obtained by substituting for each

basic function in the zeroth order varietional function in its

determinantal form by a4 with its parameter and its quantum number

chosen to be orthogonal to the function replaced. These are the

"single substitution" terms. It is also possible for each pair of

u's to be replaced by a suitably chosen pair of ¢'s. These are

called "pair substitution terms", To keep the Z component of the total

anguler momentum a good quantum number, a single substitution function

should be so chosen that its spin and m, are equal to that of the

replaced basic function in the zeroth order wave function, Similarly,

the m, and the 2 m, of the pair substitution terms must be

equal to the 2 m, and 2m, 's of the replaced basic functions.

As a matter of fact, all the other possible choices (triple and higher

substitution, chenge of angular momentum, etc.) give zero contributions,

The substitutions of more than two functions does not contribute

anything because the Hamiltonian contains only pair interactions; it

operates at most on two functions, and the remaining being orthogonal

to the basic functions the whole integral vanishes.
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C. Perturbation Scheme

Let VY be a linear combination of the original variational

function Yo and the correction terms

= rey¥ 2% Yo * : 8% * &gt; on Yi
8 ww

where Latin indices represent the single substitutions and the Greek

indices represent the pair substitutions. Since the energy computed

with the variational zeroth order function Yo is quite close to the

true energy, a must be 5, = 1 while a's and a 'e are smell in

comparison. Therefore, we consider only first order terms in the

perturbation expansion. Now the equation to be solved is

HY = WY. (7)

Premultiplying this equation by Y. or ¥Y,and integrating over the

gpace of all the electronic coordinates, and also neglecting the

higher order terms, (We note also that W=X Vw.)

a (W - [7 Ydv) = a [Piva (10)

a(W - 7Hav) = a [Prva (11)

Thus the ratios a_fa and a/a can be determined from these equations
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and the actual values then can be determined easily by the normasliza-

tion condition

Z 2 Ruaf + Jat &gt; a. = 1. (12)
8 TF

(To the first order in the a's and a's this gives B® 1).

D. The Integrals Involved

From Eqs. (10) and (11), we see that the integrals

Hon ® [7 Yaiv and HE_ = [7 VY,dv will give just the same

kinds of integrals as the ones we defined in the first chapter.

The integrals H__ = /Y.HYdv and H__ = /y2Ydvgenerally
do not give the same kinds of integrals. However, one can define

the most general case in such a way that on the one hand in special

cases it reduces to the basic integrals and on the other hand it

contains all the necessary elements of our calculations, Putting
*

p=1, we set = 0S(3(oY)weEon mint = [R05,@ Te u (Du,(2)dv,dv, (13)

no v= 2 Yo 2a= [ao 7] uw, (1) dv, 78 = fa) viv, (1)dv. (14)

* See also Robert P. Ely, M.I.T. Physics Thesis, 1953.
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&amp;

We see that Xen, m = Yin Xn, = Xin and when
f

Tip == Ts Xn,n'n! = y ’ 7 = Vs = = I. In order to keep

the evaluation of H _ similar to (16), we also put

LL B Va,m"’ Xm,n'm = Xp nnt” (15)

Most of these integrals are zero, according to the following rules

Function Parity

Rimi = 0 unless p Zs + Zt) = pf Zt lyn

== " =Vo un! 0 pls, + £1) even

= " =Ln EO plz)=pis.)= Li}Xn 0

:. , = T, = 0 " l, = fp

&gt; ge 2 ng,
l m + m =m +m m =m m =m

Car Cpt zm 2 Sp *m pe *n

m =m m =m‘n ‘nt ii Sn

m =m ma =m =m‘n Zo! *n ®n ®n!

Bs. T %
m n

m =m ma =m2 0 5n Sh



2&amp;0

Now it is easily seen that if the primes denote substitution

functions, the Hog and H, are:

pat eS ma (16)os F'n Win b2 man! mnn'’

Be ™ F ig i Ro att) . (17)

The T's are easier to calculate with the help of the

differential equation (7) instead of applying V~ directly

a, (A+1)
= ee 8T= a, (M41) Vv 3 (18)

n

gt ntZh = 8 Oen)V (19)

Thus, in this sense, all calculations concerning atomic

properties with hydrogen-like wave functions can be studied from a

unified point of view, i.e.,, they can be reduced to the evaluation of

the general integral (13). The angular part of this integral, however,

is easy and usually it can be found in the books and the reviews as

Wigner coefficients’ ’ or Recah coefficients. The radial integral,

though in principle not difficult, is tedious to evaluate and handle.

We have found an easy way of writing the whole integral down auto-

matically with the help of a function which has also varicus useful

properties, that mekes the course of the whole calculation many times

easier than it otherwise would have been, (See the Appendix I.)
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E, The Coefficients of the Correction Terms and the Correction of the

Energy and of u

From the Eqs, (10) and (11), we have

iT 2 i
8 W-Hg " " Yh,

We can calculate the corrected energy and corrected p similarly to

the calculation of the energy and of p in the first chapter by considering

u as a variation parameter. From (8) and (9), the expectation of the

energy is

Bir Ti? 2W=y (al T + Bl BT ns x2 aT .) + pla V, + 28,2 a Vo

+ Pe 2 8,9, + 5 av __ + &gt; 22Ver (21)
8 iia

where Toe and Ys are the kinetic and potential energy parts of Hoo»

Po and:JarethekineticandpotentialenergypartsofHooetc.Substituting the value of a&gt; from (12) and minimizing for p, (21) gives

Zz 2% + 8323. + 239.9, = &gt; 6 {0 » 5 og lv 7.)
La $ 7 8 oTBR m- r——— eetlersn==il(72)2 22jr +2 2 aT, - 2 a’(T ~T_) - 2 an (Vv,))

Sato +25 2,0) ST)uta) v2 Ted, Tay yy -J2)aissa8 ¥s ales 5 TOF 25s o 88’ 0 TL (23)
R 2 2(yA ADA Dd 2 ov,
8 8



The zeroth order values of p and Ware pu = -(V /2T)) and

i = (2/41). If we use WU = Ko without a new variation for pu,

we get for the energy

ve 2 2H H
Wom gle. J 290. . 3 OL. (24)

4T, ? Yas Te 7 Zn

The values of the e's and 8's cen be recorrected by using p instead

of Boo
Here we may mention the indeterminasdcy involved in fixing

the parameters of some of the perturbation functions. Take for

example the function

¥30 = NP) (cos 9)e EF $25;

which can be used as a substitution term for u,. The angular part of

(25) makes it orthogonal to our basic functions, and there is no need

for fixing ¢ ip i respect, (The parameter c¢ of Ya10 =
Nr(l - % rle 3 Py (cos 8), for example, is fixed by the requirement

of orthogonality to u,.) In order to fix g, one mey again use the

variational principle requiring that the corrected energy (23) be a

minimum with respect to g, This procedure is a lengthy one, From

analogy to the configuretion interaction method, one can fix g by the

screening constant considerations. Suppose we have n electrons in

the unperturbed state, and we want to use (25) as 2 single substitution

term, Then the effective charge in (25) would be Z-nt+l = pa, (A+1),

AY or



hence g = a, = in . The cases examined have shown that the

variational determinations of g give somewhat larger values than this,

Also it is interesting to note that large variations in g result in

only a small variation in the energy correction,

F, The Results

The wave functions for the states in, 3p and 1g of the

configuration (157257207) of Crp Nypp Oppp and Fro are calculated by
the method of the present chapter, The corresponding energies and

the coefficients of the correction terms are given below, and compared

with the experimental values, Single substitutions up ton =5

A = / and double substitutions up to n = 5, A = 2 were considered.

Substitutions which do not appear in the table give negligible

contributions.

Now the ratios of the energy differences between the 3p

and lg multiplets to the differences between the 35 and 1g are

3 3 i’ F

Yihe 2.33 227 2eR5 2ur5

Yens 2.13 Path 2el4 Zel3

Even though the corrections are small compared to the

difference between the experimental and the variational values of

the energy (10°/0 for 1D, 6°70 for 2P end 20%/0 for 1g), the multiplet

separations now look much better in comparison to the unperturbed

variational values. The remaining discrepancies are about 7/0 for W(DP)
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and 14°%/0 for W(SP). (These were 20°/o and 38°/o before the

improvement),

In this work, the substitutions like i a? % —&gt;Ys

HE — A, Yi wu —&gt; 4, Wo (where 9 = AW +BY) ete.
were not considered, because these give equal contributions for each

term of a multiplet, and therefore no improvement in multiplet

separations, An attempt was made, however, to obtain 8s rough estimate

of the effects of these kinds of substitutions giving about 0.6 a.u.

This is 12°%/0 of the difference between the experimental and the

variational values of the energy.

In conclusion, the method gives contributions which are in

the right directions and of the right order of magnitudes as far as

the multiplet separations are concerned. The remaining discrepancies

may be due to the following facts:

a) The method is approximate. Instead of diagonalizing a

big determinant, we find the coefficients of the correction terms by

(20). Also we neglect the interactions between the correction terms

themselves which are very large in number,

b) We need only the substitution terms up ton = 5, A = 4

for single substitutions and up to n = 5, A = 2 for double substitutions.

This is because of the practicel difficulties in calculations. To

include more than this for double substitutions becomes a colossal job

because the number of possible substitutions increases tremendously.

Even though in higher terms individual contributions are negligibly



small, their number is very large; the contributions mey add up to a

sizeszble amount. (See also Reference 4.)

c) As the table shows, it is impossible to tell beforehand

which terms will give larger contributions. A few significant terms

may be found in higher double substitutions after examining a large

number of them,

d) Finally the contribution from the continious energy

states, which is not considered in this calculation may be of

significant magnitude,

The estimated total of the contributions from Uy —Ys

Wis —94 #510 ees€tCs is quite disappointing. Apparantly the 1°

wave functions can be improved very little because all the substitu-

tion terms lie far outside the ls distribution. (For example, there

is no chance to use VYo11 ¥o1-1 2° 2 double substitution term for

wjuy because vs Pony is already in the zeroth order determinants,
On the other hand, this substitution, if it could be used, may give

a large contribution”, Therefore, the contributions which improve 15°

electrons converge very slowly.) Another consequence of the same

fact, namely the insensitivity of the inner parts of the wave func-

tions to substitution terms comes up in connection with the

calculation of the spinorbit interaction in Chapter IV,
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CHAPTER IV

SPIN-ORBIT AND SPIN-SPIN INTERACTIONS

It is clear from the expressions (16) and (17) of the pre-

vious chapter that the substitution terms cannot remove the degeneracy

of the 3p states. This degeneracy is to be removed through the spin-

orbit coupling, The spin-orbit interaction gives the Lande ratios

correctly, but as it is well known the rule itself is not exact be-

cause of the spin-spin, and spin-other orbit interactions. Departures

are rather large for our particular case, The terms in the Hamiltonian

which represent spin-orbit, spin-other orbit and spin-spin inter-

actions are

HY = 2 5 (xy 04 45,5 Hn = 2 7(r;5Tp) (Ly.8; + Ly.8;)
(1)

ime 3 7(ry,74)8,.5,
1]

2 2

where Tir) = = 3 2 4 S(ry,ry) = Ew 3 . In
the case of a coulomb field, for example, §i;/ reduces to § (ry) =

2e*n°/2nc x? The matrix elements of these terms are given in

Condon and Shortley, Marvin, 1? and Garstang. 4 These terms being

very small compared to the multiplet separations, the first order

perturbation theory is suffieient.,

In order to carry out the calculations, however, we need to
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transform our wave functions into an 18, scheme, The resulting

wave functions are the Russel-Saunders coupling wave functions. These

are given in the table (IV) for the zeroth order wave functions. For

the improved wave functions, we have

wi za tt + Te (+ WY] +2 a), 4
0 bP L,Y p

202% ++ ++ + +iz Pe en ii Taide 25, £)i+ 2 wir’)
P hah PA

ath ud +, - - + + +III Yer =v [ (57) + WH - 2 5D)

3 by [| "37 + 673) - 2 (p'5")
p

23 le eh = Wey)

2d luvs th 20 HYpRoh

0 1 - + _+  /. tr. 1 ,,=- +Crd) = =v [4737 + (375) - =F) - 22475)4 0 V3 0 /2 /2 |

+ single + pair substitutions

psd) = 2 ey ['57) = (337) = (475) + single + pair
substitutions
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TABLE IV

RUSSEL-SAUNDERS COUPLING WAVE FUNCTIONS

MEprey rorryrrpt
vrerss ©

2 3 p

Cf aie
? 4 ‘ 5 po Sh
i CT =! /

4 Zz ° 7
&gt; /"4k % Zils

n x 7 / /

4 Fg 0° rei 0 rd
n 7 jot 4 / |

ivi oz Z|1 bo] -d

0 5 0 #0
If 4 : Lily 0 =]

. A0 ®; le -ii wv 0 70 =
5" LEAR

i=
n Li 3 4

} 7 = |
I € 4 iss Yoh Fl
i i | / :
" Bit | /

g . sve Foe ce
where P\ is again the determinants (1'1 2 2 ...3 )ete.

The wave functions in this scheme are e.g.

1.2 -

302 ob ed,

tt =i, +4, -/3 4)- 22 4 6

3.0 1 3 1P = +8, -d -10)8 PRESTR ES
1.0 .L

Subscripts and superscripts are J and My respectively,
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J 0 J

0 WJ ol

J 0 vot

0 J 0

Q 0 0 -¥

6

Now the matrix elements of H' between these states are

% i» 3
Sy Py

1 . , 5B, © -/28%

hg use
’, 0 2/72 x/2 (3)

’P, 0 : ~x/2

2, - 5K

L

wher £=) ne, | E@ump)um, ps dav (4)k¢ k
k,2 0

r=3 ap, | Fouinplut, pg dav (5)
dil 0

os

x = 2 Bobs { 3 (r)uln;py)ulnp,)dv 3
J 0

where u(n, py) 's are the zeroth order wave functions and correction

terms, Thus the spin-orbit interaction mixes the state ? P, with 'n,

and 3 Py with Ys. Note that the matrix elements of 3 Poy 3 Py and 3 Py

are already diagonal and the energy differences are

wir) - Wp) = x wip.) - wip) = x/2 7)
2 l ’ 1 0 '



The ratio of these is a simple case of the Lande interval rule, As

we mentioned above, in our case there are large departures from the

Lande rule which are due to the contributions from spin-other orbit

and spin-spin interactions. The general matrix elements of these

together with spin-orbit terms are found by Yorvin, Araki,’

taretang™® and others. The matrix elements of spin-other orbit and

spin-spin terms together are denoted by i and are much smaller

compared to spin-orbit terms. (It is interesting to note that 7 as

calculated from the zeroth order variational wave functions is better

than the spin-orbit term &amp;.)

The diagonalization of the whole matrix shows that neglecting

higher terms (DP) and (SP) being multiplet energy differences we

navel Rrtt

Wr) -wCr) =x -% S15
2

WCp) - WCB) 2 § + Py )

where
oT

n= 2 ef; J f 70) oj (r)) oi (r,) avdv, a

(We adopt the average of three different 7% which are similar to

f 5, Z, and x,) A rather unexpected difficulty comes up here in con-

nection with x, I ys 4 and 7 These, as calculated from our wave

functions, give smaller values than what would be expected. Take, for

(8

? -

.G,



example, only the zeroth order terms in the case of Or . (1s72872p")

a

z = 5. Br = | E(r)ul(r)av = 0.243(2pc)* ® 167.5 ol
0

(10)
al

2 2 2 3. -1To = | ( 7(ry)u5(r) Juy(ry)dvydv, = 0,0133(2pe)” = 1.791 ecm
8: 0

Empirical values ere x = 222 ox’ and 76 = 1,90, The expression

(10) gives a fairly good cheek” for the configuration (3s7207). The

trouble in the case of (18%28%2p") comes especially from the existence

of (28) electrons. Apparently the existence of inner electrons causes

a variable effective charge Z'(r) over the (2p) function. The varia-

tional method of the second chapter fixes this effective charge as a

constant 2c for 2p electrons, while in reality z2' (ry) is a2 function

decreasing with distance, The variational principle uses the potential

energy Ei and the kinetic energy, while x, and 7o use the

averages w/e and (1/r3,) which have much stronger singularities

in comparison. Therefore, it is clear that the x, and 7 o Will be

sensitive to the behavior near the origin, and their actual values

will be larger than the values given by (10). The improvement of the

wave function near the origin, however, is not good, as discussed in

Chapter III. These considerations suggest a slight modification of

the (2p) function as follows:

u(r) = (§/2)r(e”™ + e PT), (cos 9) a&gt; B (11)



We want the radial part of this function to exhibit an effective charge

a + 8 = Z near the origin and an effective charge 28 ® 2uc at large

distances. In fact, if we choose a = Z - pc and leave B for free

variation, it is found that 8 comes out to be practically equal to jc

but slightly smaller. In the case of Or11 , We have chosen a = 5,5

and found p = 2.5. The calculation of § , 7, X, and i is then

satisfactory. Together with correction terms, we have z = 217,

Z = 230, x = 233 and 7 = 1,94 oa, The new effective charge 1s

approximated by Z' = (pec + 1)/ (&amp;) + ( where T, (£) and
i 12

(==) are to be calculated with (11).
12

The mixtures of the states through the matrix elements (3)

are expressed in the following wey

1p 7. =ay. + bYpg Yh I II

3 inB, 2 Uy ERE Ey

3 2 -Py 2 Ym * Ym (12)

3 0Po % Pw *cYntiY%

1 -

% HS

A, B, &gt; C are the symbols given to these states by spectroscopists.



b and d, as determined from the first order perturbation theory are

(liz ‘az

More exact values of the coefficients including spin-other orbit and

spin-spin interactions are.

ie 77 yeb= + = 4-

DP) 5 (DP) 5/3 (DP)%
(14)

2z ZeR - ir + =r L i(sp) SP) (sp)?

The results of these together with the Hartree-Black's and the

Garstang's empirical values are compared in the following table for Or17°

Empirical values = 3 =¢ 222 —
(Garstang) y 1.90 ys

233 Wi
Theoretical values 217 oh

(This work) 230 lt

1.94 or

-1Hartree-Black x=7 27 232 cm

: These are the generalizations of Condon's’ and Garstang 's™* results,



CHAPTER V

NEBULAR LINES

We now have eigenfunctions for the states 9, 20s 1
’p, and %, states, We must next calculate transition probabilities

between these states. In our particuler case, the electric dipole

transitions are still forbidden between the zeroth order wave func-

tions and the correction terms, and alsc between the correction terms

themselves (any correction term must have the same parity as the

zeroth order wave function).

A, Magnetic Dipole Radiation

This is the radiation from an oscillating magnetic dipole.

It can be easily obtained by analogy to the electric dipole through

the reciprocity considerations’

H—+E E—-H PH

Hence the transition probability between the two states a and b is

v2
Sb bgRent 1° (1)

a wi |(aliiib)|* (2)3h

where

% eo a Fen)

or

5" Wy

nl



In atomic units then we have

5 2A(a,b) = Ko” |(a|L + 25|b)] (4)

where X = 35,300 sec and © = wave number in ent, For a complete

line A — B we must add all the components a — b between the

different states of A and B., We have

a 1

A(A,B) = Ko” TTT (A,B) (5)

(8,8) = X | (aiL + 28/B)| 5)
a,b

S(A,B) = S(B,A) is called the strength of the line. Selection rules

are the same with electric dipole radiation except (0 —0).

41 &lt;1

AM = 0 AJ = { 0 (7)
~1 -1

For the calculation of the transition probsbilities, we now use the

wave functions (41), Since J =L +S is diagonal, only S contributes

iy 2 \S(4,B) = ) |(alS|v)] (8)
a,b

and this can be built up from the single electron functions for each

determinant. For a single electron

|
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1). = = {~(m CH ml) .- 5 7)

i

Since S = J S; We now obtain the matrix elements
LI

Wd i
(*D,|s|"P,) = abk

(10)
Ls tai Ea .

("p,(81"2,) = &amp; bi + 1k]

For the total transition probabilities then, by use of standard

formulae &gt; and adding up all the different components, we dotatn’

Ba 2 Ay
7 - - S( Sys P,) = 2d

3 - pe 2.2s('p,,’p,) = 32 a
- D ~~

? i. 3 wg .2s( Ds P,) =2 b (11)
a = 2e. 2 aio — S( Pos P,) =Za
D 3

| : 2 3 a A
s( Pls Po) = 2¢

Since a° = 1, the ratio of N; and N, is 3/1 so far as the

magnetic dipole radiation is concerned, (All the other connections

which are not given here are zero.)

7
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B. Electric Quadripole Radietion

The theory of electric guadripole radiation was first

formulated in 2 compact form and applied to nebular lines by

Bubinontcs. The finel matrix elements are expressed as a function

of the differences AJ and AM. Electric quadripole radiations come

from the quadripoles

N = -e &gt; vyotss {12}
3

The sum extends over all electrons of the atom, If we look over the

Rubinowicz formula, for the relative intensities of Zeeman components

of a quadripole line, we see that we can write them conveniently as

numerical multiples of certain unit dyadics which depend on AM

ba) = 31-35 + 135 +32m 2) 31 - 33+24)+32)#21) = 5] ki + 1k £ 10k + jk) (13)

SN YLT@(0) = /2] kk=3(11+jj)I =[11 % ij + kk] where i = =r

If aJM and a'J'M' are the quantum numbers of the states

a and b, then we may find the dependence of the matrix component

(JM N a'J'™') on M and M' from the Rubinowicz formulae, which are



dg) = dn 1

Al = 42: (odd ¥ ardMg2) = A [(3F) (FUL) (FHL) (FF+2) | (22)
1

AM = +1: (adM N o'JHil) = A(2041) | (340) (3141) ] 2g(+1)

AM =0: (aJUN a'd¥) = 2/2 ES J(341) | glo) + &amp; wr
R » 3 i] 3

Jt =hy = Ll: i (13)

AM = 12: (ali N o'Tug2) = 3B [ (JF) (F-1) (FF-2) (34-1) | *B(22)
1

AM=+1: (JM N o'J'Mtl) = : B(J+2N+1) (JFM) (34-1) | “g(+1)
i

¥=0: (UF a'IW) = /2 su (3 = i) 4(0)

Jrel 0: L

AM=+2: (aM N a'J'M42) = s c | (J+) (J4+M-1) (JHH-2) (T+M-3) ] “g(+2)
i

AM =41: (cJUN o'J'litl) = ¢ [ (3%) (5Fu-1) (F+-2) | 20 (+1)
i

A¥= 0 {aN eum = oF c { Ga) gai? we] ) 4 (0)

These contain the selection rules

gi 3 re
+1

Al = £ ( excent z= and Al = 0 (14)
ol =1

l= 0 Pp

50)



Electrical and magnetic vectors of the spherical radiation wave due

to the quadripole moment are:

Za 3 Zmil{ vi-or) . rr= He rsUi3B= = : (I-r r,) M.r)

( )Le 2 RmisviEIry LL
H = iam)” Bom Tr x(N.r )

£ r o Oo

7 is the unit vector wk, From these the angular distribution and

the polarization of Zeeman lines follows. Integrating the Poynting

vector over all directions, and using the Einstein formula, we have

for the transition probability

6 5
A(ab) = ZL |(aiNib)f (16)

In Hartree units

5,
ol ent : 2A(ab)=25£E—g(alN|v)(17)for a whole line

s(48) = Y [(alNp)f (18)
ab

By evaluating the sums, one can express the strengths in terms of the

mixture parameters a, b, ¢, and d, (See for example Reference 27)
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The final formulae for guadripole strengths are

Ye Tn wills 2.25( So D,) = (bd + Rac) £1

la 3 ol 2.28(75,5"P,) = 5{ad - 2bc) pe?

2 ~ 1095 2 AZ500,70.) = ¥2 5 £5

i. 3 e332 .2 7 -8("D,,’p,) = Tb fs (20)

3 ls 2. Zs('p,, Py) = £(2ad - be)“ p 3

By 20 ol neia gp

Zs 3B ln 22S( Poy Py) = 5{(2bd + ac) ez

where p 's are the integrals

a

A 2 PeFy = &gt; 8, 21 r u(n,p, )uln, pe )dv
ke 0

(21)
or

i 2 ( 2=Py 2 ab, % ru(nplu(n, pg lv  e. .
0

where 8» by and ¢, are the coefficients of substitution terms. The

argument of the last chapter shows that the value of these integrals

should be somewhat smaller than what the effective charge Z' = 2uc

ete, gives, Here agein the modification (11) of the last chapter helps.

a | eee

This term was found zero by Condon. The non-zero value agrees with
the calculation of Stevenson and Pe {crnack, This line wag later
observed in O11 by Bowen and Wyse.
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The evaluation of the integrals (21) is easy. The diagonal ones are

A n’(s0% +1 - 27 o 2] (21)
5(2")

It is worth noting that the zeroth order p is

c

2, 2 [Elerrar = 2 = 0.5% (22)
v (2pc)

When calculated by Hartee-Black wave functions, it 1s” 0.49 and by

screening constant wave functions Pasternack finds 0.636. Our improved

wave functions give 0.535. uarstang uses 0.479 which he finds using

Hartree-Swirles wave funetions,

The numerical results for the Nebular (1p 7p), Auroral

(ts 5p) and the Trans-auroral 3s —p) transitions are given in

Table V and compared with the empirical values. A discussion of

the results follows.
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CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION

In the text we gave a brief discussion of the results at the

end of each chapter. Here we summarize those remarks together with a

discussion of the last chapter,

The variational wave functions obtained by the method of

the second chapter give energies quite close to the true ones but the

intermultiplet separations and the ratios of these separations leave

much to be desired. Experimentally the ratio is 2.14; the variational

wave functions give 2,48.

The improved variational wave functions by the new method

of Morse take care of 60°/o of the discrepancy in intermultiplet

separations and 70%/0 of the discrepancy in the multiplet ratio. The

new theoretical ratio is 2.25. Thus it seems that the method takes

care of the inseparable effect of the electron-electron repulsion term

at least partially. The remaining discrepancies may be attributed to

the following facts,

l. First of all, the method is only approximate; when we

expressed the coefficients of the correction terms with formulae (20),

we made an approximation,

2. We also neglected the interactions of correction terms

with each other. Their individual contributions are small but their

number is large.

A,



2. We examined correction terms only up ton =5, A = 4

for single substitutions and n = 5, A = 2 for double substitutions

because of the praetical difficulties involved, It may be possible

to find a few significant terms in the higher region to give a further

improvement,

Le. The convergence seems to be good as judged from the

cases examined, but after a certain A the number of possible

substitutions increases so rapidly that the sum of all the tiny

contributions may add up to a sizeable amount

In this calculation we were interested mainly in improving

multiplet separations rether than the energy itself, Therefore, the

substitutions such as hu] 2olan which would improve &amp;ll three

multiplets in the same amount were not considered. An estimate of

this type of contribution was made, however, to give about 0,08 a.u,

which is 16°%/0 of the difference between the theoretical and the

experimental values of the energy, Thus the improvement, together

aithiithe other substitutions, is about 2:°/0 Zor the 1D state, 28°/0

gorithe 7 state and 30%/0 for the 3 state (compared with the

difference of the theoretical and the experimental values of energy).

These are rather small, Seemingly the trouble comes from the impossibility

of using some of the substitutions for ls and 2s functions, For

example, on ora cannot be used to substitute wu or wu or

vin, Because 1/54 = uw and Yq 4% ug and these are already
in the determinant of the zeroth order wave function, On the other

EE— the continlous energy states, which
is not considered in this calculation may be of significant
magnitude,
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hand, these kinds of terms, if they could be used, would give a large

contribution to the energy as they are the next highest substitutions

to 15° and 28° electrons,

The improved wave functions still give small matrix elements

as far as the spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions are concerned.

This seems to be due mainly to the existence of the 2s electrons

for the (1s%2p°) configuration, the variational wave functions give

a fairly good check with experiment for spin-orbit interaction ., The

presence of 2s electrons causes a variable effective charge in which

the 2p electrons move, The variational treatment fixes this effective

charge as Z' = 2uc, which is a constant, In reality, Z' increases

toward the nucleus. The spin-orbit term being essentially the average

of (1/1) is highly sensitive to the behavior of 2p function near the

origin, The inner parts of the wave function, on the other hand, are

not improved well because of the reason mentioned above, The only

way out seems to be to start with a better set of trial functions for

the zeroth order variational wave functions, A modification of 2p

functions (ug ws and ug) to follow its variable effective charge
was therefore made. Calculations show that together with the correction

terms this gives the desired value of the spin-orbit and spin-spin

interaction,

The numerical results for the transition probabilities are

quite pleasing. They are in between the empirically determined values

of Garstang and Condon as far as the magnetic dipole transitions are

concerned (Condon and Garstang did not find the spin-orbit interaction

nd pRpeER SEL thls 18 Go make the convergence fast.
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from the theory, but they adjusted them to give the experimentally

observed Zeeman splitting. Garsteng considered spin-spin interaction,

too). The electric quadripole radiation came out larger than the

previous calculations. This is because of the average p=2(A).

In our case, this is larger than Garstang's value and close to

Condon's and Pasternack's values (Condon: pf =0.4961, Pasternack:

P= 0.636, this work: $£= 0,536 and Garstang: P = 0.479). Condon

used Hartree-Black wave functions to calculate p but his formulae to

compute quadripole transitions were in error. Pasternack also used

Condon's formulae, Final forms of the formulae were given by Menzel,

Aller, Baker and Shortley~’ and these are much larger values than

Condon's formulae, Garstang used the right formulse, but his

P=2() which he obtained from the Hartree-Swirles wave functions

is smaller than oursand Condon's. Consequently, our results for

quadripole transitions are larger than the previous calculations,

In conclusion, the new method gives contributions which

are in the right directions and in the right orders of magnitude as

far as the energy and the multiplet separations are concerned, Also,

after the inner behavior of the (2p) wave function is modified, the

results for the absolute intensities of the nebular lines are quite

satisfactory,
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APPENDIX I

THE S-FUNCTIONS

This function is essentially a general matrix element of

the interaction term (1/ry,), or Green's function, and it can be

defined in many ways. We give here the general definition and

indicate some of its properties which are of continusl use in our
3

calculations.

Let the Green's function for the operator L, be defined by

the equation

3? oy — wr iLG (r|r) pin 3 (rr). (1)

Let f(r) and g(r') be any two functions also, We are interested in

the following integral:

— Ly 1

1(8,5)2,8) = fre Ue (rhet)e(r) oP avdv, (2)

We see that this is a type of integral that one frequently encounters

in atomie physics, nuclear physics, and other fields, It is a kind

of bilinear Laplace transform of the function f(r)G(r|rt)g(r'). A

good deal of information can be obtained at once from this definition

by simple mathematical and physical arguments. However, since our

* For further information see Quarterly Progress Report No. 9,
Machine Methods of Computation and Numerical Analysis, M.I.T.,
September 15, 1953, p. 17.
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(6)

purpose here is to develop the function as far as we need, we may

specify our quantities from the beginning in order to avoid extra

complications, Thus we set L = 9%, G = 1/T; 0» £(r;) = r&gt;P, (cos 81)»
oo ly

g(r,) = r P, (cos 9,).

D -ary q r -BryY, (pya|2,8) = 1 (cos 9; )e G(r; fry) r,P, (cos 9,)e dv, dv, (3)

The angular part can be integrated at oncej we have

167°
¥, (p,a]q,8) a Tr S, (p,alq,B) (4)

(2A+1)

where the function Ss is defined as:

ar &gt; on -Br
yy Ther.” p.g 4 2.28, (psafa,8) = ’ ridr; { fir 1 e r,dr,

0 ry 2

2 A
i Tr -Brag TZ Z.2{ rT 341° Gor . (5)

0 1

It can be easily shown that all kinds of atomic integrals come out as

&amp; linear combination of this function. We can obtain the most useful

information sbout the function by the following simple considerations.

a) Since the Green's function is symmetric in ry and Tos

the function must be symmetric in p,q «qg,3

8, (pya/a,8) = 8, (a,8/p,a).



b) Since the integrand is homogeneous in r1,T, by pats,

the function must be homogeneous in ao,B by -{ptq+5)

: 3

8, (p,pa/q,uB) = hat 8, (py0/a,8). (7)

¢) Since a and B are independent of each other and also

independent of the limits of the integrations, differentiation under

the integral sign gives recursion formulse,

S, (ptl,a/ 2 ay (pya/ )% ptl,a/q,8) = - Ba Sy Ps2/q,8)

— 0 tien
8, (p,a/a+l,s) = - 35 Silpso/asB).

d) Thus only the lowest possible function in A needs to be

evaluated; all the others can be obtained from this generating fune-

tion by differentiations without reference to the originel definition.

The generating function turns out to be extremely simple

2 i

af (at+8)

(It may be pointed out that substituting (2A+1)! — J(2A+2)

the function becomes also defined for non-integer values of A, p and g.)

The functions obtained by the differentiation of (10) generally

are much simpler and more suitable for accurate computations than the

ones obtained by direct integration of (5). There is still another

&amp;l-

&amp;
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form of the S-function in terms of the hypergeometric Trostionss The }

limits of the second integral in (5) can be converted from | to '
(using Dirichlet's formula for double integrals). Then the © By

integral takes a symmetric form as a sum of two hypergeometric functions.

5, (pro 0,8) = Se &amp; Fl=p-1+h,1|-p-g-3| 2B)atB)

2 Floq-1#,1| -pq-3 £28) | (11)

Using the known properties of the hypergeometric functions, other forms

and relations may be derived, Forty-five of these functions were

calculated on the I.B.M. machines and most of the integrals we used

fall in the calculated set, which was a great help for this work,

Unfortunately, the function shows a very strong dependence in a and B

so that slight changes in these varisbles result in large variations

in the S's. Consequently, graphical interpolations are not too

accurate. It is possible to obtain high accuracy by taking out the

high powers of a and 8 and interpolating the smoother function left.

In some cases, a simple interpolation formula obtained from (8) and

Taylor's expansion 1s useful

nn

5, (p,ate|q,B) = 3 bln §, (ptn,alq,B)
n=0

= 8, (p,a]a,8) - &amp;8, (p*1,a]q,B8) + «uv (12)



If &amp; «&amp; of(pt3+A) the first term in &amp; is enough, but if &amp; = of(p+3+A)

then the interpolation is impossible by the consideration of a limited

number of terms, even though the expansion (12) holds rigorously,

e) A careful examination of the tables has shown that any

S-function is approximated by the simple expression

i §

TEST 3.)
8, (p,alq,8) = fir (13)

4 Pg a

i

Where 2 = pta-A+(20+1)a?/(a*+p°) and o = pH2-hH(2A41) Cl lFe red,

Zs and 2 are symmetric expressions in p and 3, and I (F) is the

gamma function, 7° is an adjustable parameter whose value lies close to

3 +0+a+A :v= hg, (14)

ol iB
Thus we have approximately 8, (pt1,a q,3) = = 8, (pyala,B). The

formula (13) is exact when a » B or B&lt;«&lt; o and slightly in error

when a = 3, But it approaches its asymptotic forms so quickly that,

for example, a = 38 or a = 48 is almost an asymptotic case. The

three limiting cases are given as:

I” (p34) [(g+2-A)

Cpr 7) Ciaizt 7)a = B 8, (psa @,B) — t &amp; (15)
ptats qt+s

a B



I (pe-2) [(a+3+aRY —J(pt2-h)/(g+3+h)i
where ¢ = (A- 7A+1)/(1+7). The two asymptotic cases can be

justified easily from definition (5). Because say if a &gt; 3, then

the contributing areas to the interaction are of the form ry pd Tse

Thus the second integral does not contribute anything, while the first

reduces to the above form. Physically ao &gt;&gt; means that on the

average Tr,, —&gt; T,, 80 that the S-function is reduced to

CR

~ piled odiny TI Or,8, (psa q,2) = | ry r; e e dr. dr,
B 0

Pe
- I (pt3+A) [ (g+2=A) (16)

FHithgara-h

Examples

Let us take an example and use S's in expressing integrals,

We consider a simple case: (We say simple to point out the full power

of S's; but actually the example is the longest expression appearing

in the Morse and Young Atomic Energy Table, Phys. Rev. 48, 948, 1935).

i
we 2 -ir A ~240ru, (r) = GG ( Te 2s

(17)

Vo = 2(r ) a 2 (yp Ydv, dv t K = P2(2)%a = tt SH
2p 2 TL ee 17 8 B® Pn Z2 = Spl’ (n-m)!



ye

Because of (7), pu drops out, and we get

-2r -{14+b)r -2br -{14b)r -2DT
V.., = rising (r2e 1 ~ 2Ae 1 + Ae Lyiy? - 2Ae 2 + Fe Rs

22 ET 3 2on N

r ie, n+l bs
0 0 he m m

Po (cos 8,)P5(cos 9,) Wil ii 8)P (cos 6) cos m(g,-3,) |
nr./r n+l )

rrr. dr df. d@..d cos 8.d cos 9Ee YT re 3 2°

3 ia? 20 2The integration of the angle parts gives i Kyo = 167",

and we are left with S-functions, So we write down the integral as:

3156 2b 31th Lar
Von = i | 4425 (000) - 2478, (100) + A 55, (200)

3.20 2o1tb 2
- 24°8°7(010) + 4A 8141110) - 2487,, (210) (18)

+ 4°85" (020) - 2887*°(120) + 85(220) |

where Sg (Psash) = 8, (pyafa,B). We see how symmetric this combination

is and how easily it can be formed and checked,

As an other example take the integral snr where | and 7

represent the correction terms % = Yasar Y,= Vso.o° In order



fy

hr

to evaluate the integral we need to find the product Py (cos 8)P% (cos 8)

in terms of spherical harmonics P (cos 9)

3 2 Juia2 1 nL (Py (cos 8)P5 (cos 8) = - 5 Py (cos 9) + 5 P3(cos 9). 9)

Now similarly to above the integral is found to be

X = A £212 sh(a31) + 42 51(333) | (20)L5UW a7 Hl es "1 1225 ™% ”(ctf)

Finally, we note that in the case of meson inkgpection, the
12

Green's function is the Yukawa potential, G(r;/r,) = or and the
12

function with A = 0, for example, is

2
o 16

¥,(-1,a|-1,B) Eid aH B+ a+B ® (21)

The tabulation of such integrals may be helpful in nuclear

physics in carrying out variational calculations with Yukawa wells,
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APPENDIX II

EXPRESSIONS FOR SOME OF THE INTEGRALS

. n-1n_ 8a Vn (n-1) Wy
v= era ; T, = aly (1)n+l

v2 = 3270 [alec (nog) * + 3(ath)’ (nb-g)™ &gt; | ™ = ay (2)
BY 3anN (ata)? (24) (na) PE R ?

n 128nc(n-2)""? n(n®-1)YY = z ™ = 2cVe (3)
3 {orgy 2 3 3

where 1, 2, 3 represent Ups Uys uy end n is the redial quantum number

of the substitution term, a = a, and ¢c = 8.

The integral 7 = J uw, v 2cY is

a n-3
= a [22 fea. [0% (1-22) + (20°41) ]n aN n+3 3(nts)

(a=b) (a+b) (nb-a) "2
+ 7 ae (4)

(a+1)%(nb+e)

Integrals Defined in Terms of S-Functions

The actual expressions of the integrals are still lengthy

even in terms of S-functions., But fortunately it is possible to

define such groups of S-functions that the general integral becomes

much simpler. Let fs be a set of polynomials: f, = rd &gt; ar.
k



h R-

(6)

Then we define the following integrals:

ay (P6/,B) = Y, (p,0/f,,8) = &gt; 8,5, (p,0/atk,p)
”

A (ps0/qs8) = Yy (pyo/fy,f 38) = 5 aye, S) (p,a/atkel ,B) (5)
k,¢

P, (pyc/q,f) = 1, (£3,6/1 5,8) = a8, S, (ptk,e/gte 4B).
3

These functions have similer properties to S-functions and satisfy

similar recursion formulae, i.e., when we differentiate by a or 3,

similarly to (8) Appendix I, we obtain higher values of the indices

p or qo. Of these types of functions, many were used in this work and

the integrals are evaluated in terms of these functions.

It is also possible to find specific formulas for these

kinds of functions if the polynomials fs are the Laguerre polynomiszsls,

To calculate the radial part of Vo? for example, we start with the

generating function of the Laguerre polynomials, use of which gives

s 0 -
t a a -(p+tl)Z. a a al&gt; Ze To (Z)5 {2)47 © =rsemwir J

5.0 ste) {Ota : 8 o (whl) =p (tu) + (p-1) ut atl

an (ite)! g ud (tru) d (1p) 19 (ut) 1 |
- * 1(3.3)! -

5 (ur) *H £0 jij)!

Now we want to find the value of the integral for o=s=m;

we must find the coefficient of the (ut)™ term in the double sum.
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7

In this case, we need to be concerned only with the term in (tu)

having equal powers of t and of u., There are mone such for j odd, but

for j = 2k, there is a term (2K) 1/(k1)? (at), Collecting all the

terms in (ut)™, we obtain

a

2 n 2
wu ’[ 2 (pl) 2 127) 242 = { 3)" Love)21”JHE2F(-m,mta+l/1/~E—)m ml ( 1 a+m+1l 2A utl) HE

3[(w+a)] 2= F(-m,-m-a/1/p%). (7)
mi ( 41) EYRmIC 2p

; atl at?
The integrals involving 72° ~, Z° ", etc., are then obtained by

differentiation with respect to jp.

Similarly for the radial part of a Ya which is

AT(psa/q,8) we use the same technique:

a b 0

/ Pe 17) 2 { J ye Way + 2 Joe |
0 0 Z

a

ai a _~4( 82 -§2EY fz e (L) dz(l-e 7%)
Bh

21Salil, i. F(-my-m-2/1/p°) b. (8)
Vee a+2mt2mip (p+1)

Again the integrals involving higher powers of y in the integrand may

be obtained by differentiating both sides by p. The use of this form

or the use as a combination of S's is just a matter of personal convenience.
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APPENDIX III

SUBSTITUTION TERMS

Yoo = wee 2 Pi 2 ar) N= 1/2

Yaoo = Ta ar) Nw 12

Fe © Yoo = NQe0re 5 “a - &gt; r) N= x

fi er feYor Ya Mijeire 1-37) N= Se

Vo = Yoo = NPDe r%e TT %' 3 J

He Yr i N = 1/2

2 Yr Mee? 10:2" N = Le

Yoo = NPpeCe "a 3 ar) N = LE

Y= Yn © NPOe re Z "a - r) N= zg fof



3= fr 7LAL 274zOLVo Ye NP, e™"r"e A-27) N=358vVor
3

-~ = Pp

: 221g 2 "4 £ cs 22. /L.Vigo Ya NPye""r"e 1-27) ¥= 24 i

i
= Um PORE eden? SkY= ao = Pe re 5F] 1=1/

nplel?re &amp;7F/ B=2/ 2Yer Ye 3 0 ANT

NpRe 12h 3e-ery] N = Ls
2 0 T 30Y 6p

3 126 3 -gr 7 Ln Jel
Npje re Fg N= =

EreB ET 12 iY fo”
Yoo = NPge F,(% ar) N = 2x

gh =3er 2.4 1% /
Vv, = Yi10 = NPje re Fa(E cr) i= 2:V 5

1 ig Bess 4 16 /c°
Ys? Y, t NP e re 3(3 er) N = 35 102

Y. = a, oo %e0rRe ? ‘54 f ) N = 108 /2L ££ son©HageEeouREETEF3sA igs Tis se We 0NPLe "re Fo (3 fr) N= 25 107

Zr 7
poid 2 TE 5h BiVis Y NPoe™ "re F(T fr) N=1:Y1o7
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- &amp; r 9
u Sunes TF Yoel _ 40% A

wire Bre 2 al r) Ny = 2048 /E
Vi» YA 3 1'5 € 9375 20m

2.203, 5 E78 ous 60Ere F(5 er) N= 93750Y 3

RE TERE LY 1024 JEN qe” re F(z gr) N= 5575 = 1EV 27

0 0.4 -h 2 fox -hr wiz

Yio = Were N= ia

Tid Lh 1 il1 =Ar zo on] Sam

NP ere N= fry

2 2if 4 -h t/a=nY a

NF,6" "Te N=%V3m

3 318 4 -h 4 JBon Tr ia a

NP © rie N = g20" om

4 Lif 4 -h 1 JEhr ay aNPe re N = 2550V57
where Fo (x) = F(-n|m+l|x) is the confluent hypergeometric function.
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